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NARRATOR: Aaron Ableman & Jay Scott 
GOAL 17: Partnerships to achieve the Goal 
 
 
From Sea Change to Seed Change: A poetic address of the 17 United Nations SDGs 
 
  
Is it sea change or seed change, as it ought to be?  
That’s what I question Mr. government policy.  
  
In this age of the human lottery,  
with 836 million people living in extreme poverty; 
  
where happiness & health is being born into the right family,  
Numbers 7,000,800,069 vs 7,000,800,070 
  
Is the difference between breaking bread vs going hungry. 
Makes a joke out of the land of milk and honey  
  
Since 795 million people are undernourished, it ain’t funny.  
Like Eden with no garden or a Stephen with no hawking,   
  
Capitalism forgot to count the earth, it’s elementary... 
School kids lost in the rush between standardized tests and mediocrity.  
  
Screen time at 8 hours per day and deeper in our black & brown communities.  
Digital natives yet we forget to honour we are all native to somewhere; indigeneities. 
  
A system of education that knows no quality.  
And girls bodies are sold rather than taught as minds or souls; worthy of equality.  
  
To saying nothing of the plight of grown women or maternity,  
As if every man didn’t come from a mother fundamentally!  
  
Greed and ego sees only skirts, butts and banality.  
In this slot machine of life, dirty water affects more than 40% of humanity,  
  
Which makes me scared for my family,  
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If we can’t even stay warm in the winter; while officers yell freeze! 
  
Seasons turn but we took the B out of ABC’s and no we can’t even breathe   
In the hottest summer ever recorded, Fahrenheit or centigrade.   
  
Meanwhile everyone’s drinking monster drinks but can’t find the energy  
To feed the kids, with no job yet stuck in the rat race like the legs of a centipede  
  
More than 204 million people were unemployed in 2015 
Yet tech giants continue to grow their prosperity  
  
On the backs of creatives or inventors hardly rewarded for such productivity 
More than half the world lives in one giant mega-city  
  
But like Hollywood, you can’t see the stars above the pollution and industry  
It’s an interconnected world yet we’re more alone than Yeezy.  
  
Has planet earth gone to a sunken place metaphorically  
like a dice roll on the way to the bottom of the sea?  
  
Have our wars finally gone too far, like a child in front of a tank on his knees?   
What will we do with 490 ppm carbon in this atmosphere of crises?  
  
Will we rise to the task like the youth crying for the future we all want to see?  
Will we have time to count our pennies at the cemetery?  
  
Or will our coins at nature’s casino be valued based on how much earth we’re                             
honouring?  
When will our banks invest in river banks or trees?  
  
No, we’re no longer baby boomers, millennials or Z 
We’re the regeneration here to regenerate all things  
  
No, we’re no longer American, European or kiwi  
We’re earthlings on a spaceship through a cooperative star dream  
  
And if we don’t recognize our true identity  
We might as well go the way of the dinosaur...can’t you see? 
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